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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
The riding season is in full swing now. I
hope you’ve been able to take advantage of
it. As you will see in this newsletter and on
the website, there are lots of group riding opportunities available. If you are new to the
club, or if you haven’t participated in a group
ride in a while, I encourage you to check out
one of these rides. It’s a great way to get to
know people better and to see some roads
that you might not have known about.
I get the chance to lead my first ride on
Sunday, July 9. It’s our annual President’s
Ride with the oft-requested destination of
Clem’s Barbeque. A disclaimer up-front: I’ve
got a terrible sense of direction (next to my
helmet and protective gear, my GPS is the
most important accessory I own) so we may
end up with some unusual twists and turns,
but we’ll make it to some of the best ribs
you’ve tasted. Details will be forthcoming,
but for now, plan on departing from The
Oakmont Bakery at 10:00 a.m. on Sunday,
July 9, for the President’s Ride to Clem’s!

SCOTT
MAY MEETING PIX-SEE PP. 2, 3
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JUNE MEETING INFO
The next meeting of the Four Winds
BMW Riders will be held on Sat.,
June 17th, 2006, at the (Windy Knob)
Pavilion #3 in Moraine State Park
from 1–4PM. Bring your own lunch
& drink. A charcoal Grill is available
at the pavilion, but all fires MUST
be extinguished before leaving. See
directions p. 20; map on p. 17.
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PUBLICATION INFO
The Four Winds BMW Riders
Newsletter is published for
members’ use. Articles’ and
pictures’ copyrights are held by
their authors. Author’s permission should be obtained before
any form of republication.
Editor: Ralph Meyer
Deadline: Articles submitted must
be received by the editor no
later than 12:00 Midnight of
the Tuesday after the club
meeting of the month preceding the month of publication
(e.g., June Meeting: June 17;
July issue deadline: Tues.,
June 20th). Articles/Info rec’d
after deadline go in next
month’s newsletter.
Submission information:
E-mail submissions: Send as attachments with “4 Winds Newsletter Article” in the e-mail
‘Subject’ line to:
<meyer@zoominternet.net>
Articles on Disk Media mail to:
Ralph Meyer, Editor
4 Winds Newsletter
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720
Submission formats:
Articles: Send as plain text with
headings and hdg depth defined,
or in Word Processor (e.g., MS
Word) format. Save trees: avoid
paper if you can.
Pictures and graphics: Submit in
JPEG or TIFF format with
clearly marked locations in the
article.
Long articles may be split between
issues.
National Club Affiliations: Four
Winds BMW Riders is chartered club #6 of the BMWMOA
and chartered club #76 of the
BMWRA
Newsletters in color PDF format
are at the Four Winds Site,
www.4windsbmw.org . Download a free Adobe PDF reader
by clicking the ‘Get Adobe
Reader ’
button
at
www.adobe.com and following
the directions thereafter provided.
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MEETING SCHEDULE
2006
Mark the dates on your calendars, but remember...
All meeting sites are tentative.
Please check the web site and
newsletter for changes and
updates.
June 17, 2006 — 1-4PM Pavilion #3 at Moraine State Park.
Directions: p. 20; Map p. 17.
July, 2006 — TBA
August, 2006 — Friday, August
18 to Sunday, August 20
40th!! Annual Four Winds
Rally! Redbank Valley Park,
New Bethlehem.
September, 2006 — TBA
October, 2006 — TBA
November, 2006 — TBA
December, 2006 — No Monthly
Meeting

MAY MEETING PIX

ONGOING EVENTS
Breakfast Rides, et al.:
These rides are free-form. Those
attending decide what they
want to do and where, if anywhere, they want to ride. If you
just want to show up in the car
and have breakfast with fellow
motorcyclists, that’s fine too.

COME! EAT! CHAT! RIDE!
Ride Schedule — June:
Sun, June 4 — North at King’s, I79 & Rt 910/VIP Dr., 10:00
AM
Sat, June 10 — West at Eat n’ Park,
Rt 60 & 22/30, 9:00 AM
Sun, June 18 — South at the Roadside Restaurant, Rt 51, 10:00
AM
Sat, June 24 — East at Dick’s, Rt
22
Westbound
Side,
Monroeville, 9:00 AM
If you’re going to a breakfast
ride, you might want to notify others: It’s not necessary,
but it’d be nice to let others
know you’re going to a particular Breakfast Ride by putting
a notice on the 4-Winds Site
Message Board’s Breakfast
Ride section saying so. That’ll
help save a rider from discovering too late that no one else
is going that day. The Breakfast Ride’s URL is: http://
www.4windsbmw.org/forum/
viewforum.php?f=9 . Be sure
to erase your post after the ride
if you can so the board doesn’t
get cluttered.

MAY MEETING PIX CONTINUED...

APRIL MEETING MINUTES
DATE: 4/15/2006
Location: Magoo’s Restaurant
Time: 4:20 PM
Scott opened the meeting by welcoming the members present on
another very nice Spring Day. 38 members were present and 31 individuals who rode!

1) Old Business
Membership Renewal - Today is the Last Day to renew dues. Please
see Nancy Barrett. As required by the By-Laws, dues are supposed
to be paid by today, and last day to pay before being dropped from
the membership roster is the April 15 meeting. No increase (still
$15 for regular and $7.50 for associate).
Mileage Contest Forms are due today, please see Tim Pears.
Wexford Starlite Car Cruise for the Four Winds group is to be
June 16th at the North Way Church, 12121 Perry Highway, Wexford.
Tom Primke has hats for sale at the meeting.

2) New Business
Remembrance of Ride Safety Instructor, Larry Grodsky. Larry was
killed in a Motorcycle incident with a deer in Texas. Rick Gzesh
spoke on Larry’s behalf informing the members who were not familiar with Larry’s Ride Safe Program. The motion was passed to collect donations from the members present and the Club Treasury would
match up to $200 dollars. $214 Dollars was collected with the club
$200, making $414 which will be donated to Larry’s favorite local
charity “Brother’s Brother”.
The Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation Ride for Kids is scheduled for Sunday, June 18th, Cranberry to Slippery Rock University.
Gary Smith is hosting a Shack Session this Wednesday Night,
April 19th at 7 PM.
Walt Halaja had a concern regarding email and contacting members at their workplace or business as stated in a previous email
from the President. Scott cautioned the use of email when contacting
members and advised that large group email topics could be rather
noticeable to workplace servers when fifty or more people are involved in the discussion.

3) Rally Report
Kevin Hart distributed the Garmin GPS 2720 Drawing Tickets. Any
member wishing to sell or purchase tickets please contact Kevin or
any Board Member. The drawing will be held August 19th at the
Rally.
Mitch Kehan reported that the trouble with the supplier for the
Tie Dye T- Shirts has been corrected, and the shirts are still available.

4) Members and Events
The club recognized Joe - Rick Gzesh’s nephew.

5) 50 /50
Fifty / Fifty tickets were sold by Sean & Nancy Barrett. Rick Gzesh
was the winner of the drawing receiving $52.
Meeting Closed at 4:45 PM

S UBMITTED
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as a few did it last year. Volunteers please contact Bill English
(William.english@msanet.com) if you would like to help put the
picnic tables together, we need 6-8 able bodied helpers.

BILL
Submitted by Walt Halaja, Security Leader We need some folks to help out with security at the Rally. If you’d
like to help (it’s an easy job--just sit for an hour or two at the entrance to the park and let people with wrist bands through, and direct
people without them to the registration table) please let me know via
e-mail wbhalaja@msn.com , or just come down to the park entrance
to volunteer when you are at the rally and want to contribute some
spare time to give a hand. This year, instead of using a dot on the
headlight to indicate folks have registered, we’ll ask them to show
their wrist band.

WALT
Submitted by Dan Weaver, Entertainment Leader/Co-chair The Four Winds BMW Riders are quite pleased to announce a change
of musical entertainment in honor of our 40th Rally.
We will have on Friday evening, Aug. 18th, our returning and
ever present Ed Amann and his musical group, Implied Logic. Ed
has entertained us before, but this year will be extra special with the
addition of Crystal Boggess and Jerry Koch.

Kevin Hart
40th Rally Chair

JUNE RALLY UPDATE
Just a quick note reminding those who are selling tickets for the GPS
Drawing - Turn in your money and unsold tickets to myself or Bill
English before August 11. We will sell drawing tickets up to the
dinner Saturday evening at the Rally. I’m happy to report we have
the pool for Friday night at Redbank -Completely Private for Rally
attendees. So take advantage of a cool dip!
This is easy for me this time. It’s all about the Project Leaders so
without further wasted print ...

Join us again after the closing ceremony, on Aug 19th for the
Honky-Tonk, Western Swing sounds of the Mavens.

Submitted by Thomas Primke, 40th Rally Advisor The pins have been on order for a couple of weeks. 310 hard enamel
pins, 1 1/2" size, $1.75 ea. Total cost incl. shipping is $558.50.
According to Luke at Quality Lapel Pin the pins will be ready at the
end of May. Here’s a picture of the pin...

TOM

Our own Ted Sohier plays Bass for this outstanding Band.

DAN
Submitted by Paul White: Seminars and Tech Sessions
update Submitted by Bill English, Redbank Project Leader The Four Winds Rally committee has decided on June 10 to be the
date for the picnic table project. The plan is to be at Redbank Valley
Municipal Park by 8:00 a.m. Last year was a huge success and this
year we hope to do the same. I will have the tools available to complete the project. There has been some discussion about riding up
Friday night and camping overnight, I am sure that this is an option
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As mentioned last month, if you have any suggestions, or know someone that would like to volunteer to put on a session, please contact
me @ pwhite@hh-law.com. My cell phone is 412.656.7846.
Some good news for those of you that have met the 'the BEST
Bag Lady', Linda "Helen Twowheels" Hedden, BMW Board member will be joining us this year. Helen will be putting on a seminar
along with having her wares for sale. For those needing a new packing system, stop over and see what she has available! We will see

about getting Helen to put on one of her packing sessions for those
who miss out on them at other rallys. If you need a setup now, go to
Helen's website www.helen2wheels.com
Sean Barrett will be heading up a session this year. He is putting the finishing touches on the presentation and we will have more
next month on what all our presenters will be doing at the Rally. In
the past Doc Barrett has put on his First Aid session, along with the
tire repair one. I am sure that some will be around for us to practice
on again this year. Update 5-20-06, spoke with Doc at the meeting,
he is thinking about putting together a session on E D. He will have
more on this next month.
Gary Smith & Al Vangura will be putting on a tech session this
year. As you know, Gary and Al have been a team for some time
now. I enjoyed my first visit to Gary's place during Shack Night. I
was very impressed with the setup and now see why Jim Owen used
Gary's place as one of his pit stops on his Iron Butt ride last year.
Gary has also offered to lead an Historic Ride up and around the
New Bethlehem area. Something I am looking forward to.
I have spoken with Craig Immel @ Heritage BMW / Aprilia
Motorcycles, www.heritagebmw.com not long ago, and he will be
putting on a tech session at the Rally. As in years past, Craig has
been a big supporter of the Four Winds BMW Riders. Don't forget
that Craig runs one of the top service centers in our area.
We are putting together the schedule of events, rides, and Tech
sessions. This will appear in our August issue, which is usually
published the last week of July. Next month we hope to have a little
Bio on all our presenters along with what they will be presenting at
the 40th Rally. Please contact me or any Rally member with suggestions.

PAUL
GRAND PRIZE
Worthy of our 40th year celebration!

WELCOME HOME

THANK YOU!
I want to thank everyone at the May meeting for their generous donations for the MS150 Charity Bike Tour. With your help, I am already half way toward my goal. If riding the bicycle 150 miles was as
easy as raising the money, I’d have it made. All I need now is a time
machine.
Thanks Again.

ED SYPHAN

then route 28 North towards our Rally site. My goal was to explore
some new roads for my Rally GS Ride. Fortunately, by the time we
got to Kittanning the rain stopped and bits of blue sky were starting
to appear.
Not long after we left Route 28 to start exploring, Mitch’s Bumblebee GS decided it had had enough and up and quit!. We got it started
with a jump, but it died again shortly thereafter. We jumped it again
and nursed him to a gas station on Route 28 where I whipped out my
cell phone and started making rescue calls.
First up was Kevin Hart, as I knew he had a truck. What I didn’t
know was that he didn’t have ramps. He suggested Dan Weaver,
who had just picked up a new (to Margaret) R65 the day before. A
call to Dan went out, but Margaret was all we could get. I told her
why we were calling, and she told me that Dan was on his way to
Leo’s to return the ramps he borrowed to get the R65, and that she
would track him down. A few minutes later, Dan called me on my
cell phone, and, a few minutes after that, he was going to be on his
rescue mission.
As it was now lunch time, we decided to run up to New Bethlehem

GS RIDE REPORT
Ranger Rick’s GS Adventure Ride May 21-2006
Well, we had an adventure all right! It started out cold and wet, but 7
hardy souls plus myself showed up for an Adventure Ride, Ranger
Rick Style.
Mitch and Jay had committed prior to the ride and a little rain
would not stop them from attending. But wait, who is that masked
man on the KLR 650 wearing a ‘Stitch? Could it be Frank Beatrous?
Why yes it was! Always good to see Frank ...it has been too long.
Also in attendance were my friends Jack Shaffer (R80 G/S) and his
buddy Jeff (R65) and from the www.SteelCityRiders.com website
that I hang out on, Kam (R1200GS) and Joel (WeeStrom 650). That
made 8 riders, not a bad turnout for a cold and wet May morning.
After meeting at the Exxon Station in Harmorville, we headed
north on back roads that parallel Route 28 to get to Kittanning and

From the right: Jack on his early 80’s R80 G/S, Mitch on his early 90’s
R100 GS, Ranger Rick on his 2004 1150 GS, Kam on his new 2006
R1200 GS and Jay on his late model F650 Thumper.

for some grub. Mitch became my biker bitch as I gave him a lift to
the restaurant. After lunch it was back to the station to wait for Dan
and the rescue truck.
When we left in the morning, I realized that we had most of the
BMW GS series in attendance (except the 1100 GS) and I had wanted
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to take a pic somewhere in the middle of nowhere. Well, that plan
was now shot, so we took a few at the station while waiting for Dan.
One of those pics is above.
After Dan arrived we continued, minus Jeff, who had to get back
for some “Honey Do’s,” and then we lost Frank and his KLR 650 at
the very first turn, Joel gave chase, but to no avail. We assumed that
Frank would be OK (he was) and the five of us continued on and
found some very nice back country roads, some dirt, some gravel,
some broken pavement and even some very sweet smooth asphalt.
We made it back to the ‘Burgh around 5:45 and 200+ miles, at
least 50 or so on roads that I had never been on before!
In spite of the troubles we had, I am ready to go at it again! All
in all not a bad day of GS Riding!

“RANGER” RICK

MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS...
Sent in by Rick Gzesh

FROM A MESSAGE BOARD...
MAY IS MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS MONTH
I saw you,
hug your purse closer to you in the grocery store line.
But, you didn’t see me,
put an extra $10.00 in the collection plate last Sunday.

I saw you,
look in fright at my tattoos.
But, you didn’t see me,
cry as my children were born and have their names written over
and in my
heart.
I saw you,
change lanes while rushing off to go somewhere.
But, you didn’t see me,
going home to be with my family.
I saw you,
complain about how loud and noisy our bikes can be.
But, you didn’t see me,
when you were changing the CD and drifted into my lane.
I saw you,
yelling at your kids in the car.
But, you didn’t see me,
pat my child’s hands, knowing he was safe behind me.
I saw you,
reading the newspaper or map as you drove down the road.
But, you didn’t see me,
squeeze my wife’s leg when she told me to take the next turn.

I saw you,
pull your child closer when we passed each other on the sidewalk.
But, you didn’t see me,
playing Santa at the local mall.

I saw you,
race down the road in the rain.
But, you didn’t see me,
get soaked to the skin so my son could have the car to go on his
date.

I saw you,
change your mind about going into the restaurant.
But, you didn’t see me,
attending a meeting to raise more money for hurricane relief.

I saw you,
run the yellow light just to save a few minutes of time.
But, you didn’t see me,
trying to turn right.

I saw you,
roll up your window and shake your head when I rode by.
But, you didn’t see me,
driving behind you when you flicked your cigarette butt out the car
window.

I saw you,
cut me off because you needed to be in the lane I was in.
But, you didn’t see me,
leave the road.

I saw you,
frown at me when I smiled at your children.
But, you didn’t see me,
when I took time off from work to run toys to the homeless.
I saw you,
stare at my long hair.
But, you didn’t see me,
and my friends cut ten inches off for Locks of Love.
I saw you,
roll your eyes at our leather coats and gloves.
But, you didn’t see me,
and my brothers donate our old coats and gloves to those that had
none.
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I saw you,
waiting impatiently for my friends to pass.
But, you didn’t see me.
I wasn’t there.
I saw you,
go home to your family.
But, you didn’t see me.
Because, I died that day you cut me off.
I was just a biker,.....
A person with friends and a family.
But, you didn’t see me.
MAY IS MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS MONTH. PLEASE PASS
THIS ON FOR YOUR LOVED ONES WHO RIDE. OR FOR ANY
LOVED ONES WHO MAY HAVE PASSED WHILE RIDING!!

IN A STREET PILOT
FourWWinds
BMW Riders

Enter to Win a Garmin StreetPilot 2720!
Ticket Price Ɓ 5 Dollars
Drawing to be held at the 40th Rally, August 19th 2006
Purchase Tickets from any Active Club Member,
or at Rally Registration.
Winner need not be present!

earlier..., but anyhow I found a 1998 K1200RS in the IBMWR.org
marketplace. After a few emails back and forth to see what it looked
like, Kevin Hart and I made a trek to Lancaster, Ohio to pick it up.
Kevin and I have gotten pretty good at tying down a K1200RS in the
back of my truck in the snow and rain. Just ask either one of us and
we can elaborate on that operation sometime.
I joined the Four Winds club shortly thereafter and immediately
got involved in the club helping out with the rally project last year
and also helping out at registration for the rally.
Meanwhile, all summer long, Brian kept asking, “Dad, when
are you going to take me for a ride?” Well, Cheryl wasn’t too thrilled
with that thought, so I kept putting him off. However, I would occasionally catch him in the garage sitting on the bike acting like he was
racing down a twisty road somewhere.
This past winter, Brian and I (along with a few other club members) went to the Cleveland International Motorcycle show where he
was fitted for a helmet and we purchased a riding jacket for him.
The helmet is residing in the living room right now and on more than
one occasion I have caught him sitting on the couch with the helmet
on watching television. Also, this past winter, I purchased and installed an Autocom system so that we could talk to one another once
I get him on the bike. I’m in the process of trying to find a pair of
pants that fit a rather small 13 year old boy. Thanks to the world
wide web, I located a company called Family Motorcycling that specializes in kids’ gear, so I guess I need to measure him and see what
I can get.
He is really looking forward to some of those long Sunday afternoon rides where there is no particular destination involved, but which
are done just to get out and ride.
Look for us at a club meeting soon, although he is pretty busy
doing kid things and we all know how much fun those club meetings
can be for adults, let alone kids. We’ll also be at the rally this year
and we’ll try to attend some of the club sanctioned rides as well.

BILL & BRIAN

WHO ARE WE?
THE ENGLISH BIO...
Bill and Brian English
Bill has been riding motorcycles since the mid 80’s when he got
his first bike. Bill’s dad promised his brother that if he achieved his
eagle scout award that he would buy him a dirt bike of some sort.
Well, overachiever Bob got his eagle scout rank at the ripe old age of
14, and dad felt a little guilty so he bought Bill a bike as well. It was
a 1982 Yamaha Vision, jet black with a shaft drive. Bob got a 1981
Yamaha DT-175.
Bill was living with his mom and dad in Spartanburg, South
Carolina at the time, going to school and working part time, so he
rode his bike just about every day. On weekends, he would take off
for hours at a time just riding the back country roads. In 1988, Bill’s
dad was transferred back to the Pittsburgh area, so he moved back
with his parents. Bill continued to ride his Vision, albeit somewhat
less now that he was in the big city. The DT-175 was taken to his
uncle’s farm in West Virginia where it was ridden all over the countryside.
In 1991, Bill married Cheryl and a year later Brian was born.
That is when the motorcycling took a little hiatus.
Last spring I (Bill) started looking for a bike to purchase. Okay,
I admit maybe I started a little earlier that that: maybe about a year

ANNUAL PRESIDENT’S RIDE
All members are invited to ride with Prez. Scott and the “ Board”.
We will be taking a cruise through Armstrong, Westmoreland
and Indiana Counties. The ride will be approximately two hours at a
medium pace. Final destination being ..… Clem’s BBQ World Headquarters in Blairsville.
We picked this place because I heard they have great Tofu burgers.
Please try to be there, we’ll be giving away a bike (Paul’s idea).
The date: Sunday, July 9th.
Departure Time: (Not to be confused with Arrival Time) 10:00am.
Place: The Oakmont Bakery
531 Allegheny Ave.
Oakmont, Pa.
See Ya,

SYPHOON
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RA RALLY NEWSLETTER
DISCOVER YOURSELF IN IDAHO
WESTERN IDAHO FAIRGROUNDS
BOISE, IDAHO
JULY 6 - 9, 2006
Spring has sprung; it’s time to ride! The RAlly is taking shape and
things are cooking in Boise.

Registration:
Rally registration is up and running. You can register on-line or download a registration form from the rally website at bwmra.org/rally/.
Last year our online registration was limited to VISA, MC or Discover and many of you asked if we could expand our offerings to
included AMEX. This year we are using Pay Pal merchant services
or our on-line registration which allows you to use any major bankcard,
eCheck or a Pay Pal account if you wish. This gives you added flexibility to register for the rally. Registration went live on April 1st and
activity is brisk. Register now and get it over with — one less thing
to worry about come rally time!

Friday Evening Dinner:
We are offering a Western BBQ dinner on Fridayevening, July 7th. If
you’re interested you must register for this dinner online when you
register for the rally. Dinner fare includes: pulled BBQ beef, BBQ
Baked Beans, Cole Slaw, Fruit Salad, Rolls and Strawberry Shortcake.
Cost is $15 per person and you will not walk away hungry from this
meal! The dinner is being catered by The Smoking Pit Barbecue.
Those of you who attend the John Day Rally are very familiar with
Frances Estep and his great food. Seating will be limited so register
early!

Wine Tour:
How many of you took the Jack Daniels Tour and Luncheon last year
at Shelbyville? I did and boy did I have a great time! So, let’s do
something like that again! We are working with the folks at The
Winery at Eagle Knoll in Eagle, Idaho to put together a wine tour of
the Boise area Thursday, July 6th. This area is fast becoming one of
the great wine growing regions in the nation and you will have the
opportunity to sample some of the region’s best. This Wine Tour will
have limited seating to around 250 folks and buses will leave the
Western Idaho Fairgrounds around 11AM on Thursday, July 6th to
start the journey. The tour will end at The Winery at Eagle Knoll for
a mid-afternoon lunch, tour and wine tasting.
This will be a pleasant, scenic and tasty trip so leave the bike at
the rally grounds and let someone else do the driving! Details are
being finalized so watch the rally website for details and the opportunity to register.
Visit the winery website at: www.thewineryateagleknoll.com to
preview the area and vintages.

Volunteer:
There’s nothing like volunteering at a rally. You meet people, make
new friends and help the rally run like a well-tuned clock. We can’t
do it without you.
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If you plan to arrive on Wednesday you can volunteer to help
with Vendor Registration or just show up and we’ll tell you where to
go! Vendor Registration entails registering the vendors as they arrive and assisting them in locating their assigned areas, helping them
find tables and chairs, answering questions and generally help them
settle in. General duties include posting signage, setting up registration, security, door prizes, etc. If you’re a rally rat you know the
drill.
The Rally Committee will allow you to roll in on Wednesday and
set up camp if you plan to help out.
Preview the volunteer schedules at: bmwra.org/rally/
volunteer.html to choose your spot. E-mail me at rallyinfo@bmwra.org
and tell me where you want to work and we’ll slot you in and put
your name on the Wednesday Gate List.

General Info:
We are finalizing details on several other events such as Chills and
Thrills Motorcycle Precision Team, ERC Classes, Seminars and Entertainment.
Keep checking the rally website at: bmwra.org/rally/

D EBBI H ARBOUR RA R ALLY L IAISON

DAFFYNITIONS...
Ralph Meyer
Some time ago I ran into a couple of terms, one of which I’d always
associated with a sea-going cephalopod having a cylindrically elongated body with canards, as it were, on the leading end and 8 sucker
equipped appendages around its parrot-beak-like mouth, and the other
of which terms I’d never heard mentioned even in something as Aussyassociated as that fine old song celebrating the tragic state of a struggling swagman, “Waltzing Mathilde.” Both terms were applied to
riders: one was “Squid,” and the other, “Hoon,” as in “Squid Rider”
and “Hoon Rider.”
This scratched my buemp (as the inimitable Peter Sellers as Inspector Cluseau would pronounce it) of curiosity, so, being somewhat into research, I googled the ‘net to find out what was going on,
rather in preparation for putting in the newsletter that interesting list
Lance Hough ran on the message board (so those who aren’t on the
‘net can take a gander).
Seems these are rather esoteric terms, as among the upshots of
the search were few enough items relating to either term as it applied to bikers, motorcyclists, or motorcyclist wannabes. HOWEVER,
there was one rather clear spot that gave a succinct and valuable
definition of a Squid Rider, identifying them generally as a poseur,
motorcyclist wannabe, and/or newbie rider insufficiently schooled
in the fine art of handling a bike such that they are a danger mostly to
everyone around them and occasionally to themselves, and who,
should they be on the poseur end of the stick, want to ‘look’ like a
biker (which look was described as “riding short distances from one
bar to the next wearing no helmet, a cut-off T-shirt, shorts, and flipflops”) and sound like one (which audible expression was described
as providing ear-splitting backfires and exhaust noise of a potatopotato persuasion of the sort that makes everyone within earshot of
him want to take the thick end of a ball-bat to the side of his relatively empty head). From my researches, it would seem, fortunately,
that there are fewer on the poseur end of that stick than on the inexperienced newbie/wannabe end.
Hoon Riders, on the other hand, might occasionally qualify as a

sub-class of Squids, but not necessarily, as this ‘Down-under’ (Aussie/
Kiwi-land whence it originated) term essentially seemed to describe
those who ran either motorcycles or cars that had been somewhat
altered from normalcy by such things as larger air cleaners, turbo or
other sorts of superchargers, carburetors in multiple numbers sufficient to match the cylinders of the vehicle’s engine, and/or sufficiently oversized pistons and cylinders or other accoutrements (things
called ‘Nitro’ and ‘hot cams’ were surreptitiously mentioned) as would
turn a little old lady schoolteacher’s bike into a growling eat-em-up
road-gobbling monster. Hoon riders, it seems, were not by any means
excluded from that class of riders whose abilities at handling their
bikes evidence high skill (thus rendering this sort of Hoon Rider
well beyond the reach of Squid-dom). They were, however, described
as those who, if you happen to sidle up to one at a stop light, will
consider the yellow and subsequent green light to be on the order of
the staging lights at a sanctioned drag race, dropping the clutch and
being a half mile ahead of you before you even contemplated kicking
your bike down in first should you have been sitting there patiently
waiting in neutral for the green. Trying to pass them was considered
out of the question, and riding on a group ride behind one would
render you in the “Every man for himself and the Devil take the
hindmost” category unless, of course, you’re smart enough to ride
your own ride irregardless of the high rate of knots of the guy or gal
ahead of you..
I suppose that if I were only to have the choice between being a
Squid or a Hoon rider, I most definitely would choose the latter, but
if I had my druthers and was not stuck with such an either-or choice,
I’d prefer the old ‘Fie on both your houses’ approach, and ride my
own ride. It’s a heckuvalot safer, not to mention being attended by
the joy of remaining undriven by trying to play up to what somebody
else (occasionally a twit) thinks!

RALPH
SQUID OR NOT?
Posted by Lance Hough on the Web site

How to tell if you’re a squid:
If you trailered your bike to Daytona for Bike Week, and you live in
Orlando.
If you think Valentino Rossi is an Italian red wine.
If you think “Deals Gap” is a trendy, discount clothing store.

If the amount of money you’ve spent on chrome or Carbon Fiber is
more than your odometer reading.
If your Sunglasses cost more than your Helmet.
If you’ve ever uttered the phrase “If an American company started
building Sportbikes, I’d buy one.” (Caution: saying this in the
presence of a Buell rider could earn you a black eye.)
If you’ve never seen Faster or On Any Sunday.
If your helmet spends more time on your passenger saddle than on
your head.
If you wear a T-shirt, jean shorts, and flip-flops when you ride because you “...don’t plan on getting in an accident anyway.”
If you install a Jardine pipe on your bike and figure that’s good for
“another 10-12mph on the top end”.
If you’ve never ridden in the rain.
If you remove the mirrors from your street bike to make it more
aerodynamic.
If you think Mick Doohan is the name of “that Crocodile Hunter”.
If you’ve ever traded in your sportbike for a jetski or snowmobile.
If you loved the movie Biker Boyz because it was “so realistic!”
If you’ve replaced the back tire on your bike three times and the
original front tire still looks brand new.
If you honestly believe you were going 180mph on your ’92 CBR600
because you “had the speedometer buried”.
If the longest trip you’ve ever taken on your bike was to your
girlfriend’s house across town.
If you’ve ever used a belt sander on your footpegs to give the impression that they touch the road when you take corners.
If you’ve ever purchased a bike strictly because you read about it in
Cycle World magazine.
If you actually believe that a slightly modified RC-51 will do 202mph.
If you spent weeks doing exhaustive research before deciding to buy
the R1 instead of the ZX10, but you still haven’t taken the time
to get your motorcycle license.
And last but not least ..
If you’re standing around listening to a group of motorcyclists talk
about “the King” and you think to yourself “I didn’t know Elvis
raced motorcycles.”

Signs That You’re NOT a Squid:
If you rode your bike to Daytona for Bike Week, and you live in
Seattle.
Continued on page 10

On the Net...

Have you found a neat location on the Internet? Send the URL in with a brief description of what
it’s about to the editor and we’ll post it here for the benefit of your fellow riders...
Note: copy or type the underlined link into your browser’s URL textbox and hit ‘Go’ or ‘Enter’ to go there.
Our Four Winds Site, what else??? http://www.4windsbmw.org . And always remember never to forget, you can get this
and past color copies of the Newsletter in PDF format there! Check it out if you haven’t already done so.
The Patriot Guard Riders: http://www.patriotguard.org/ . This is an organization of riders putting their motorcycling skills and
determination to use to provide decent treatment of families mourning loved ones lost in war by preventing harrassment of
mourners by right-wing religious nuts.
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Continued from page 9

If you’ve ever attended the Isle of Mann TT. (Note: you get quadruple points if you’ve ever ridden in it.)
If you get your knee down riding to the store for a loaf of bread.
If you think Steve McQueen was a motorcycle racer who “...did a
little acting on the side.”
If you’ve been to over a dozen track days and still never gotten your
bike up to it’s top speed.
If you own a motorcycle...in Alaska.
If you’ve ever had to replace the knee pucks on your leathers.
If you named your kids Valentino, Rainey, Ago, Hailwood, and
Mladin.
If you’ve ever seen a Joey Dunlop interview...and you understood
every word that came out of his mouth.
If your sportbike has some of its plastic missing and you ride it
anyway.
If you’ve ever ridden a motorcycle with a broken leg.
If you’ve ever asked Earl Hayden to adopt you.
If Dave Despain has you on his speed dial.
If the smell of leather gives you a chubby.
If you can tell which brand of tires a bike has on it without reading
the sidewalls.
If you know where every motorcycle dealership within a 100 mile
radius is, but you can’t locate the nearest grocery store.
If your bike has an alarm system, but your car doesn’t.
If you own a copy of “Faster” or “On Any Sunday.”
If the parts guy at your local dealership delivers to your house.
If you’ve ever ridden a motorcycle to a funeral.
If you find yourself adjusting the suspension settings on your bike
because the road you’re on changed from concrete to asphalt.
If your wife asks you how your ride was and out of habit you say “It
was great. I’d like to thank my crew, HRC, Dunlop Tires, Joe
Rocket leathers...”

LANCE

E-RIDE ’06
THE UNINCORPORATED TOUR
By Don Poremski
Motorcyclists have names for that first trip of the riding season like
Easter Ride or Spring Tune-Up Ride. No matter what you call it, or
when it occurs, there’s the weekend weather to contend with. For
our group it’s more than a weekend ride since some of the participants start out on Thursday to arrive at the rendezvous point in Mary-
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land for the Friday start.
So now it’s not whether
there will be weather—
over four days it’s all a
matter of how much and
what form it will take. We
dealt with it no matter
what and pressed on.
The theme of the ride
this year was how to find
those marvelous and challenging roads: the unlined, unmarked, un-scrutinized roads past farms
and through forests that allow us to hone rusted riding skills. It’s
really quite simple, but good maps are necessary. First, find the
waterways. That tells you the location of the valleys. The valleys
are separated by hills that lead to yet another valley. Instead of “go
with the flow” it’s “go TO the flow.”
The roads found in these valleys follow the meandering streams,
creeks, runs, rills, and licks to small clusters of humanity we call
unincorporated towns. If a person likes to be noticed on a motorcycle, and who among us doesn’t, the E-Ride is not suggested. When
an actual human being was encountered, the expression on the face
that panned with our movement was much like that seen on the cows
we’d disturb from a fence-side nosh: “Huh! What are they doing
here?”
The “they” consisted of five avid BMW motorcyclists that don’t
require pedestrian approval—probably wouldn’t notice it if it was
given when concentrating on the next turn, road surface, or lurking
hazard—“they” being Lou “Cappy” Shinnamon, Steve “Digital”
Skupas, Steven “Rookie” Hawk, Ed “Big Ed” Tatters, et moi, Don
“Speedo” Poremski. The photos were by Steve Skupas. It was a
rare moment when scenery could actually be considered, but when it
was, it was luxuriant, the redbuds popping out everywhere in the
midst of the light green of fresh buds on the other trees and nearly
Kelly-green grass. The olfactory sense got busy occasionally, too.
Fields were prepared for this year’s crops and made some of the
passages sweet. Rain-washed air, soil smells, and the occasional
road kill would intrude on the concentration of placing one’s tires
exactly so in a decreasing radius, downhill turn.
Those who want to replicate our ride should lay out a West Virginia map that has those valuable indications of waterways. If you
started in Cumberland, MD, for example, and took Route 28 South,
you’d soon find Rocky Run near Short Gap, but go on to Short Gap
where you’ll follow Turner Run southeast. You’ll cross Horseshoe
Creek near Ft. Ashby and trade that in for the South Branch of the
Potomac near Springfield. That will get you to Romney, where CR8 keeps hugging the Potomac providing a great ride. The Gazetteers
show these roads in solid red and that equates to solid FUN.
You can jump off at Williamsport and go up over Patterson Creek
Mountain to Moorefield where you look for CR-7 that hugs the South
Fork of the South
Branch of the Potomac
River. CR-7 runs
along Elkhorn Mountain through Bass,
Brake, and Peru passing Shooks, Stump,
Brake and Rohrbaugh
Runs as you approach
Milam.
You can
choose among a
myriad of possible

routes because you’ll be in the proximity of the George Washington
National Forest or farther west, the Monongahela National Forest.
Franklin and Moyers are good targets and you’ll eventually need
food and gas.
Our group kept zigzagging in a general southwesterly direction
until we got to Hinton, WV, which is just north of Bluestone State
Park (304-466-2805) where we had rented a four-bedroom, two bathroom, and fully-equipped cabin for two nights. Very nice, and Kirk’s
restaurant was just a short ride away for a meal on Friday night.
Saturday morning brought rain and cold temperatures, but the
ride was on. We left in full rain gear to find route 3 toward Beckley,
WV. Why Beckley? Well, that’s where you can get onto Route 16
South, a wondrous road for two wheels. The towns
are a little bigger, but are usually still unincorporated. Sophia, Amigo, Pineville, and Welch will
all pass under your wheels, and if you absolutely
HAVE TO HAVE a photo of you and your machine
near a space shuttle, turn west off Route 16 (while
you’re following Little Indian Creek) onto CR-2
that will take you to Coalwood. That town was
used in the film “October Sky” about amateur rocketeers who dreamed of becoming astronauts. There
you’ll find a park with a model of the space shuttle
in the center. We did it and got the shot, not into
space, but close enough for us +50 dudes.
We returned to Route 16 South, but to avoid the over-zealous
local cops in War, WV, we veered west on Route 83 alongside Dry
Fork to Bradshaw. From there it was Route 80 North all the way to
Route 10 and turned east. That route will provide the same type of
challenging roads in an east-southeasterly direction until you get near
Princeton WV. From there you can take Route 20 North back to
camp/Hinton.
GPS owners would probably appreciate knowing that our cabin
was at 37-37-113 at an elevation of 1,903 feet. We were mostly
interested in getting the meatloaf out of the oven and onto the table
to join the mashed potatoes and broccoli followed by peach pie. Ah,
roughing it! Kicking back with your feet near a fire, watching the
smoke rise into a constellation-filled sky, a libation in one hand and
a cigar in the other usually prompts at least one of the party to utter,
“It don’t git no better ‘n ‘is.” And, brother, he’d be right.

DON

Rally pin to first 125
Door Prizes, Tech Sessions
Hot showers, Pool, GS rides, Ride Routes
Same weekend as Thunder in the Valley Johnstown PA www.visitjohnstownpa.com/thunderinthevalley/
Direct questions to Jason: gsjay62@verizon.net or 814.535.8669

GPS-ING AROUND III
CREATING WAYPOINTS IN MAPFILES
Ralph Meyer

Preliminaries
For the rest of this series, I’ll be using as examples Garmin’s GPSmap
276C chartplotter as the GPS unit, and Garmin’s Mapsource software with City Select maps. The reason for the 276C is that it provides a nice sized readable screen that is fairly bright for use on a
bike. A Streetpilot is equally fine as is the smaller GPS V or its later
model replacements (Garmin may not make the V any longer). Visuals will be of that program and unit. Other Garmin units and units
by other manufacturers will no doubt have similar functionality and
many will work just as well. One note with the GPSmap 276C is
that it is basically a nautical unit with the capability of using the City
Select maps with the Mapsouce software. A City Select CD and
unlocking code must be purchased in addition to the unit to get detailed street maps, as the software that comes with the 276C is
Garmin’s Waypoint Plotter and provides only maps of major highways and interstates: not useful for finding or marking anything on
local streets. One other note is that Garmin permits mapsets like
City Select maps to be unlocked for use with but 2 units, and an
unlocking code must be obtained from Garmin for whatever unit you
wish to use the maps with. Usually the unlocking code comes with
the unit purchased’s software, but in purchasing additional software
from Garmin, you do need to get the unlock code for the specific unit
you have. And now to business...

What’s a Waypoint?

LAUREL HIGHLANDS CAMPOUT
Laurel Highlands BMW Riders - www.lhbmwr.com
4th Annual BMW Riders Campout
June 23-25, 2006
At the Pioneer Park Campground - www.pioneerparkcampground.com
Rt. 31 West - Somerset PA 15501, Exit 10 PA Tpk - Motels & Restaurants close by
Registration: $20 per person + $5 per night camping per person,
benefits Bakersville Volunteer Fire Dept.
Includes:
Friday evening Dump stew (bring a can or two)
Saturday evening meal
Coffee, Donuts & more each morning

In GPS parlance a waypoint is a spot on the surface of the earth or on
a map locatable exactly using the spot’s latitude and longitude. What
are they useful for? Basically you
use them to identify places you ei- A waypoint as shown on
map
ther want to pass through, want to
remember the exact location of, or
want to go to, start out from, or stop
at while on a trip. You can mark
your home as a waypoint, a restaurant you frequent, your Uncle Frizzum’s house, a nice spot in the
country where there’s a picnic table for lunch on a trip, ...anything
you want. Marking waypoints on a map on your computer, especially of places you want to go to, but to which you have never been,
and later downloading them to your GPS and using them on a trip to
have the GPS take you there and bring you home is one of the most
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useful ways of utilizing waypoints. Also, when actually at a given
spot you want to remember the exact location of, you can have the
GPS unit mark that location as a waypoint. When you get home, you
can connect the GPS unit via its pigtail to your computer, turn it on,
start the mapping program, and have the unit upload as many
waypoints as you marked on a trip to a map in the program, saving
the map so you can refer to it or use it later. You can also copy
waypoints from one map in the computer and paste them into another, thus keeping track of a number of places of interest on a single
map, or the same place on several maps.

Preparations
How do you prepare to use waypoints and down or upload them from
or to your GPS unit using your computer? First, you have to have
loaded the mapping software that came with your GPS unit onto
your computer along with the driver that enables the computer and
the GPS unit to talk to one another (we discussed what drivers do in
GPS-ing Around I as you’ll recall). You also need the pigtail (usually a couple of feet long) that attaches the GPS unit to the computer.
Older models of GPS units usually came with a serial port pigtail
while the newer ones frequently have a USB (Universal Serial Bus)
pigtail. You can tell the difference by the fact that the USB port
pigtail has a little rectangular 3/16" x 1/2" square metalic connector
on the end that goes to the computer. If you have a trapezoidal connector with a couple of rows of pins or pin holes and maybe a couple
of screws by which to fasten it firmly to a connector on the computer,
it’s a serial port pigtail. The other end of the pigtail contains the pin
plug that attaches to your particular GPS unit. Loading the software
and getting the driver set up is generally relatively easy and amounts
to following the instructions that come with the software accompanying your unit, and, when told to do so, attaching the pigtail and
unit. Don’t try to ‘wing’ this process as often aspects of the installation have to be done in a specific order. This isn’t Rocket Science,
but do follow the intructions.

Marking Waypoints on the computer
Once your software and driver is loaded and the pigtail attached,
you’re ready to go. Connect your GPS unit to the pigtail, but don’t
turn on your GPS unit yet—save the batteries—only turn it on when
ready to up or download. Start the Mapsource program (or your
mapping software if different. As mentioned, I’ll be using Garmin’s
product and so will be referring to that).
Once Mapsource is up and running, you’ll notice that there are
several ways of marking a waypoint to preserve it. One is the visual
method: useful if you know where on the map the spot you want to
mark is. Another is to use the ‘find an address method’ if you know
the address of the spot you want to mark. A third is to enter the
latitude and longitude of the spot to be marked.

Visual marking:
To create a waypoint visually in Mapsource, first find the spot on the
map you wish to waypoint so that it’s on screen. Then, on the toolbar,
left click on the waypoint tool
(which looks like a little green
flag), or type ‘w,’ or choose
Waypoint Button
‘Tools,’ ‘Waypoint,’ on the
menu bar to turn it on—the cursor will turn into a white arrow with
a little black triangular flag behind it. Put the tip of the arrow on the
point on the map that you wish to make into a waypoint, and left
click at that point. A Waypoint Properties Dialog Box will appear
with a suggested name in the Name textbox, the latitude and longitude of the point on which you clicked, a Symbol box, and an altitude box (greyed out because you can’t tell the altitude from the
map—marking a waypoint on the unit when actually at the spot will
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insert the altitude, but more on this later). You can click in the
Name Textbox, and
put in the name you’d
prefer for that
waypoint,
like
“Uncle Frizzum’s.”
The normal waypoint
icon in the Symbol
box is a little black
square, but by clicking on the Symbol
box’s down arrow,
you can choose a
symbol more fitting
for the waypoint
you’re marking. Using our example of
“Uncle Frizzum’s,”
since his place is
Waypoint Dialog Box
probably a residence,
you can surf through the waypoint icons to the little house, and click
on it to use that for the waypoint symbol. The symbol chosen will
show up on the map making the difference between various kinds of
waypoints more obvious. Clicking OK on the Waypoint dialog box
will save your waypoint in the waypoint list for that mapfile.

Address search marking:
If you have an address of a place that includes its street and number,
town, state, and/or zipcode, you can use the Find Places dialog. On
the menu bar, Click
on Find, and choose
‘Find Places’ or
press ‘Ctrl-F’ to open
the ‘Find’ dialog
box. Click on the
‘Address’ tab if it
isn’t already selected, type the number of the address in
the Number textbox,
the city in the ‘City’
textbox, and the state
in
the
‘State’
textbox. If you know
the postal code you
can put that in the
Find Address Dialog Box
‘Postal Code’ box in
lieu of City and State. If not in the U.S., put in the country (but note
that Mapsource may not have that country loaded if all you’ve purchased is the U.S.-Canada map). By ‘Street,’ left click on the ‘Select’ button and type just the street name (don’t add St or Rd or
Ave!). A popup list of possible streets, highways, avenues, etc. with
that name will appear. Surf through that list, click on the appropriate
name to highlight it, and click the button ‘Select.’ You’ll be returned to the main Find Address dialog box with that street name
next to ‘Street’ in the box. Now click the ‘Find’ button, and a list of
possible locations will appear in the ‘Places’ listbox at the bottom.
Click on the correct place to highlight it, and click the ‘Waypoint’
button. The Waypoint dialog box will appear, wherein you can type
in the name you want for that location, change the icon if you wish,
and so forth. Click OK on the Waypoint dialog box and ‘Cancel’ on
the find box. Your new waypoint will appear on the map at the
address you selected and in the Waypoints list for that map.

Latitude & Longitude marking:

An important note on waypoints:

The third method of marking waypoints is probably the least used,
as it requires that you know the latitude and longitude of the spot
you wish to waypoint. Open the Waypoint dialog box by either typing ‘Ctrl-w’ or by clicking ‘Edit’ on the menu bar, and clicking ‘New
Waypoint’ on the drop down menu. Our old friend, the Waypoint
Properties dialog box will appear. Fill in the Name of the
waypoint as you wish overriding whatever is already in the
Name box if anything, then
click in the ‘Position’ textbox,
delete whatever is there, and
type in the Latitude and LongiWaypoint as shown on map
tude, preceding the Latitude
with ‘N’ and the Longitude with ‘W’ for items in the U.S., Canada,
Mexico, etc. Note the format in which the latitude and longitude are
given in the textbox before you proceed to change them. Follow the
exact same format including spaces and nonspaces in typing in the
latitude and longitude you desire—if you type them in wrong, you’ll
get an error message.
Once typed in, and the name and icon chosen, click OK to put
the waypoint into the Waypoints list for that file.

GPS units have limited memory, and are incapable of containing all
the data necessary to identify and draw all the detailed streets and
locations in the U.S. and Canada, not to mention other countries. In
consequence, Mapsource maps are broken down into localized maps
the size of which depends on how much information the localized
map must carry for a given area. Pittsburgh, for example needs 4
localized maps just to cover the city and close suburbs, and that doesn’t
include the larger outlying areas, whereas the map containing
Johnstown and the country around it covers an area about 16 times
the size of one of the 4 Pittsburgh localized maps. In order for some
units to contain all the local streets that you may have waypointed,
you must also have downloaded to the unit the maps on which those
waypoints are to be found. Using the map tool in Mapsource (by
clicking on the button that contains a little polygonal figure—after
which clicking on a detail map will select it and place its name in the
map list for that file), you can click on the various localized maps
your waypoints are found on as well as the maps, if any, between the
places you’d be coming from and going to so that all the necessary
maps are highlighted (they turn pink when chosen). You must then
download the maps to your unit so you have all the local roads available to you when you go to use the unit to go someplace. Keep in
mind that if you don’t download the localized maps, your unit will
most likely contain only a generalized map of interstates and major
highways. Without those localized maps downloaded to your unit,
local streets, names, etc. will not appear in or on it. Neither will it
be able easily to route you to a spot on a local street as it won’t know
where that street is.
You might take note with respect to downloading maps that each
unit only has so much memory available to contain maps. All units
have some built in memory and some, such as Streetpilots, and the
GPSmap 276C also allow one to store maps on memory sticks
(purchaseable in various amounts of memory from Garmin). When
choosing your detail maps to download to the unit, you’ll notice in
Mapsource that as you select maps and they appear in the map list
for that mapfile, Mapsource shows you a running tally of the memory
the set of maps you have chosen require. It doesn’t pay to choose
more maps than the memory of your unit and/or its memory stick can
hold as, before downloading the maps, Mapsource creates an on-thefly index of the data in the mapset you’ve chosen—and this takes a
chunk of time. If, when the mapset starts to download, Mapsouce
finds there is insufficient memory in the unit to handle the maps
chosen, it will quit with an error message that will inform you that
you haven’t enough memory to load that mapset. You may not get
this message ‘till a good half to three quarters of an hour later: computer time that will have been royally wasted. Also take note that
when you download a mapset to your unit, the mapset that was formerly on the unit will be erased and the new set will take its place.
You might want to keep that in mind. I usually try to keep a mapset
aboard my unit that covers most of the places I’m interested in so
that I don’t have to keep loading different mapsets very often. Saves
a lot of time.
When downloading waypoints, you’ll have noticed that the Download Dialog Box has a checkpoint for Maps. If you have a mapset
selected, that box will appear checked. You download mapsets the
same way you download waypoints (and routes) and all from the
same dialog box. Note too that downloading mapsets takes a LOT
longer than downloading waypoints and routes.
Any questions, e-mail meyer@zoominternet.net and I’ll try to
answer them either by e-mail or by another article in the series.
Coming up next: What to do with waypoints once they’re downloaded to your GPS.

Save the file!
You can enter as many waypoints as you wish to any map file. But
be sure to save the file after doing so, giving it an appropriate name
so you can call up that map again with all the waypoints on it later
whenever you want.
I have a mapfile named “4WindsRidersPlaces.gdb,” another named “PostOffices.gdb,” another,
“Museums.gdb” and so forth.

Downloading waypoints for use
You can do a number of things with mapfile waypoints. The major
thing, however, besides laying out routes on a map in Mapsource
using waypoints in order to find out how long a trip will be (in miles
and timewise), is to download them to one’s GPS unit for use on the
road. To download waypoints you’ve created to your GPS unit, make
sure the unit is connected to the computer via its pigtail. Turn the
unit on and wait until it has gone through its bootup sequence, which
takes a few seconds. Once it is fully up and running, with Mapsource
running on your computer and the map with the waypoints you desire loaded in Mapsource, either click the ‘Download to unit’ button
on the toolbar (the one with a miniature unit with a green arrow
pointing down at it), or, on the menu bar, click ‘Transfer’ and click
‘Send to device.’ A dialog box will appear indicating
the program is
looking for the
device to which to send the information. Once your GPS
unit’s name appears in the ‘Device’ box, put a check mark in
the checkbox next to
‘Waypoints’ if there isn’t one
already there and click the
‘Send’ button. A ‘Transfer
complete’ dialog box will appear when the transfer has been
carried out. It has a check box
labeled ‘Turn off GPS after
each transfer.’ If you want the
GPS unit turned off automatically, click in this checkbox. Click the OK button, and your transfer
is complete.
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BIKE SPECIFIC:
If it is still available ..... yes, i have not been super active in trying to
sell it! ... i checked cx500 out on ebay .... and considered an ad in
‘cycletrader.com’ ... where can it be seen.
Well, i live in pgh. east suburbs (a few miles from the PA turnpike) .... i know that you and friends are in the Youngstown OH area
... so we will need to make some effort for all of this to come together
.... have you thoughts?
Color ... the picture in my last email shows it to be black with
some pearl-grey tank trim / chrome fenders... the picture is a bit
dated, but the bike is still ‘super clean’... i will take additional ‘current’ pictures if this will help folks on your end mileage .... just
turned 11K new equipment etc. .... the bike is stock except for 2
items... a)asmall sissy bar (i still have the original passenger ‘grab’
handle bracket, and b)a ‘smoke’ sport type wind shield...

OTHER RELEVANT INFO:
- a few years ago i had a ‘seal’ replaced on the rear end of the
engine (it was weeping coolant)
- i’ve had some issues with the gas pitcock - when turned to reserve it would leak gas from the valve... i rebuilt the petcock
once by replacing the ‘piston O-ring’ on the ‘position handle’... i
suspect that it needs attention again.
- the battery is a few seasons old, but works fine .... $33 at Walmart!
- the tires have a few miles on them ... front is acceptable... rear is
still with tread, but i was told at inspection last year it is approaching end-of-life... inspection is due end of June here is PA...
trying to be honest here!
- bike finish is excellent (no scraps, dents, bangs, etc!)... the chrome
pipes are excellent!!!... seat excellent... bottom line here, bike
was garage kept for 24 years and never dropped.

BIKE FOR SALE:
From Don Poremski:
Ralph,
This bike might be just right for someone returning to the sport.
Don
Here’s the attachment from Don’s note:
DON... firstly, let me say “thanks” for your ‘interest in’ and ‘promoting of’ this great ol’ bike .... yeah it is 24 years old, but a classic in so
many ways .... it sure would be nice if a new home were on the
horizon where it could be (would be) loved!.

PRICING:
so what is a 24 year old CX500 going for now a-days!... like many
items of this nature it depends on the shopper! ...trying to be realistic
(using ebay and cycle trader research) i think a $1000 ball park is
valid ..... ...... is that firm you say? ... hey man everything is negotiable!

CLOSING:
peace and prosperity... keep in touch... oh yeah my tele is:
724.327.3212. JACK

BACKGROUND:
I’ve owned the bike since the early 90’s (91 or 92) .... i am the 3rd
owner and it had approx. 2800 miles when i got it. Apparently the
first owner rode it a bit and as i understand it was then in storage for
a few years. The 2nd owner had it for a short time, had an accident
at work (was on workers comp.) and was not able to ride it. (he was
on crutches when we did the deal) ....so, now in these 14 years of
ownership i’ve managed to rack up a whopping 8000 miles... usually
i would take weekend jaunts along country roads (i HATE stop and
go city type traffic !!) .... in the last few years i’ve been riding it less
and less, but each year i would get it inspected (PA state), renew
registration ($18), and renew the insurance ($75)... i will be 63 this
summer and it is obvious that as time passes the ownership will
gradually pass from the ‘asset’ to ‘liability’ column... a few minor
health problems also in some ways complicate continued enjoyment
(vertigo attacks - yuk!, and arthritis-? in my right hip - more yuk!)...
so, my friend really needs to find an new home!... it is interesting
that the ‘younger generation’ is without an appreciation for the CX500
(it ain’t a crotch rocket, and it ain’t a Harley!)...you and your friends
are fortunate to have the appreciation.
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STARLIGHT CAR CRUISE
Mark this date: June 16th, 6 to 10 PM. That will be 4-Winds
BMW Riders’ Motorcycle Night, featuring our bikes (among other
vehicles) in the Starlight Car Cruise at the Northway Church, on the
left about 1/2 mile North of Rte 910 on Perry Highway as you travel
north. Plan to come and show your bike.
How to get there: North or South on I-79 to the Wexford/PA910
Exit. Then East on 910 to US19 and North on US19 about a half
mile to the Northway Church Parking Lot on the left.

CHEROKEE RIDE

CHEROKEE RIDE
FOUR DAYS IN THE GREAT MOTORCYCLE PLAYGROUND

Dave & Sean Thomas, Ride planners/leaders
The dates are June 8th to the 11th, rain date June 22nd to the 25th. The plan is to leave Wednesday evening (7th) and super slab it to
Beckley WV and crash for the night. This first night is on the flex plan, meaning how and when you arrive is up to you.
Day 1: Short 100m SS run (sorry), then we dive into the good stuff. This will be about 360m ending in Cherokee NC.
Day 2: Scratch the Dragon’s back, we will put in another great day about 325m including running the Dragon. This will be on
Friday so we would expect traffic to be minimal. Again we return to Cherokee.
Day 3: We hit some more great roads and begin our trek North. We will end up in Huntington WV after covering about 350 miles.
Day 4: Home ward bound, the route will take us through SW Ohio and back to the Burg. About 280 miles, getting us home late
afternoon.
Hotels have been set up and rooms blocked (see below); lunch stops are still being finalized. These are low to medium priced
hotels. So if you’re planning to go don’t hesitate, book early. If we feel the demand is greater more rooms will be blocked.
This ride is about the ride, with the object of enjoying some great challenging terrain. We will do some sight seeing but it will
be minimal. The pace will be brisk, but everyone can easily ride at their own pace, because each rider is responsible for the rider
behind him and we will stop to regroup. If the group is large or if part of the group cares to do more sight seeing we can break into
smaller groups, multiple route sets will be available.
The route is available on MS Streets & Trips 2005 – just drop me an email (davet412@adelphia.net)

HOTELS
Thanks to Sharlene McCoy-Collinger, 2nd officer of SCRC (Southern Cruisers Riding Club) 139, we have following rooms available for the Cherokee ride. 8 rooms are blocked at each hotel and held on Shar’s VISA.
Anyone going please call early and book your rooms individually on your own credit card. The rooms are under - 4 Winds
BMW Motorcycle Club/Sharlene McCoy-Collinger.
Each day we will be leaving promptly at 8am. That means that both rider and bike are prepped, fueled and ready to go at 8am
sharp.
If part of the group wants to break off for a more leisurely pace we can always regroup over dinner for some spirited bench
racing. The route is available on MS Streets & Trips 2005 – email (davet412@adelphia.net)
6/7/06
Howard Johnson
8 Rooms 2 Dbls
1907 Harper Rd. Beckley
$59
304-255-5900
24 Hr. cancellation
Confirmation #s 109530,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
6/8, 9/06
Drama Inn
8 rooms, 1 with 1 King Bed
462 Tsali Blvd. US441
$79 Street, $89/River
Cherokee, N.C.
Hope at least one married couple is going! lol
828-497-3271 Lambert & Laverne Wilson, Proprietors
This is located on the Oconaflute River, Balcony w/rocking chairs overlook the river for $89
48 Hr. Cancellation
6/10/06
Day’s Inn
8 rooms
5196 Rt 60
$54. 2 Queen Beds
Huntington, WV
304-733-4477
Cancel before 4 p.m.
Confirmation #s 225910 thru 225918

PO RIDE
Ralph Meyer
Well, PO wasn’t about Mario Battali’s famous New York eatery. It
WAS about post offices whose first letters our delightful Pittsburgh
environs seem to sadly lack: ‘Q’ & ‘X.’ As they say down south,
“There jest ain’t none nohow ‘thin a mile o’ the place.” And there
isn’t. Not in PA, not in MD, not in NY, not in WV, or VA. We’ve got
some Qs at a distance in PA, but noooooo X. But we found an X to
the West with a Q not too far from a route to the X.
That being accomplished, Walt and I decided to ride out there a

week or so ago and get ‘em, figuring on announcing the ride at least
a day or hopefully more ahead when the weather would make it possible to do a nice day long ride without getting tornadoed,
lighteninged, thundershowered, or monsooned upon on the way out
an back.
We were thinking Thursday, but then the weather didn’t cooperate on that, but it did on Sunday the 7th o’ May. So, having posted
the ride when we were pretty sure it’d be on, with a proviso that a
rain date would (we hoped) be the following week if one of the
weather nasties outlined above reared its ugly head, we got ready,
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loaded cameras with compact flash cards, water bottles with water,
tanks with gas, checked the oil, kicked the tires, and made sure we
were in good shape to go, figuring we
have other fine club members join us
(after all, 31 folks took a gander at our
post). Hah. At 8 and ride-off time, the
only folks at the Eat ‘n Park were Walt
and I. Ah well. Probably a lot of Honeydo in evidence. Sunday’s at least good
for mowin’ grass, but me, I’d rather be
riding. And I was. And so was Walt.
Turned out it was a fine day. We
both were wearing our electric vests in
the morning as it was 33° when I left
home, and slowly warmed up as we
made our way across Ohio.
What was neat was that the roads
were nearly empty—a car here or there, but at 8 in the morning folks
are probably sleeping in, doing their religious bit or getting the kids
ready to, and, thankfully, are occupied other than running their slowmoving cages around the blacktop: a motorcyclist’s dream, so ’tis...
especially when the air is a bit crisp, you have a beautiful beemer
purring satisfyingly under you, and the roads, like parts of US 22,
OH 513, and other bits curl up and down and this way and that so
that the joy of flowing the bike nicely through them, up and down,
and around them becomes a kind of dance to 2 cylindered music. If
the bikes could talk, I’ll bet Walt’s ‘Traveler’ and my ‘Magic’ would
have claimed to enjoy it as much as we did.
Due to the distances involved—the ‘X’ PO Box was on the other
side of Ohhh-hoho—we chatted about whether to 2 lane it, or do the
slab, and decided to do some chunks of the latter here and there. Ah,
Sunday Morning and Church! I-70 was, compared to its usual horrible hugger mugger of unremitting cages and oversized boxes of
bagels and other goods going to some market elsewhere than their
origin, the slab was pretty clear. Passing cars wasn’t an exercise in
swearing at the slowee insisting on staying in the left hand lane and
not getting over so you could get around him. Of course, when both

lanes are occupied, as is often the case with parts of I-70, one may as
well just go with the flow. Anything else will give one a good case of
the ulceric epizootics, or whatever.
In any event, Walt and I got the ‘Q’
right at 10:00: just a nice 2 hour ride
punctuated by a pit stop at the Piedmont
Lake Rest Area on US22.
We got to the ‘X’ around 1:40PM
after having made a pit stop on I-70
around Bridgeville to stretch our legs,
and after fueling at West Jefferson. Following the curly roads of the earlier
morning, the roads after West Jefferson
to our goal were mostly straight as an
arrow, but again with little traffic (the
creator of Ohio must’ve decided to take
the wrinkles out of the crust using a giant flatiron, as the place was pretty much as horizontal as the surface
of a pancake.. But, on an ArrTee, ‘going like 60’ on a straight 2 laner
is fun too. This turned out to be a massive earlier “Colonial Concrete” 2-story-columned-and-all post office. The trouble was that all
it said in large letters across the pediment of the pile was “US Post
Office.” Very officious looking, but not very telling with respect to
which post office it was. However, not to worry... on a small black
with white lettered 8” x 8” sign over the door, the name was given
along with its zip code... probably as a help to parcel post mailing
patrons who’d forgotten what it was. On a picture of the front of the
building, one can read it with a maggot frying glass. Anyway, the
name IS there. It just takes superman eyes to locate it.
Not having eaten since breakfast at around 5:30AM, we discovered via GPS a Bob Evans down the street that was well packed,
attesting to the quality of its food among the locals (best touring
advice: Never go to a restaurant with few customers, or purchase a
meal from a skinny chef) and dropped in there for lunch. The hunch
proved correct. The sandwiches were delicious. And again, the proviso that the nicest people talk to folks on Beemer Bikes held true,
as a lovely elderly lady at the table across from us struck up a con-

FOR SALE
Please note: If you sell your item, please notify the newsletter editor so it can be removed from this list.
Tourmaster mini magnetic tank bag. Clear map window on top, single main compartment with zipped compartments in lid,
expansion zipper gives an additional 2" of height and allows sufficient room for most gear rain cover included. Fit great on my
R1150R. In used but good condition. New price was near $80.00. Will sell for $40 including shipping. TomBarnhart, 772-8783968 or Dtbarnhart@aol.com
Brand new OXLITE 1500lb capacity, 3 piece aluminum, arched, 8ft long ramp: I bought it to get my machine back from
daytona last week. I now want to SELL for $300.00; it lists for $389.00 on the internet. It works great if you have the b—s to
use it. I dont. It scared the begeebers out of me. Also: K1200LT items, etc.: Following parts are BRAND NEW and avail. 1
valve cvr gskt, pt# 11121464823, $24. 1 fuel filter, pt# 16142325859, $15. 4 xr7ldc spk plugs, pt# 12121465104, $34.
following items are shifter parts, 1 selector rod, pt# 23412332282, $23. 6 ball pins, pt#, 07119901736, $15,all 6. 1 deflection lever, pt# 23412332279, $53. 1 luggage chrome mldg lt, pt# 52532347295, $99. 1 luggage chrome mldg rt, pt#
52532347296, $99. 2 reflectors red, pt#63142305743, $19. THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE USED. 1 BMW Commuter
Jacket w/ Rain Liner, Blk /w Silver, XL, Excellent Cond. $325. 1 Joe Rocket Mesh Jkt, LG, Blue, Worn only few times, $75.
1 Schuberth Concept Helmet, XL, Silver w/ Chatterbox Headset Installed, $300. 1 Oil Filter Wrench, PT#88886114650,
$15. Verify prices if you wish and let me know. Don Good, ph.: 724 863 8214.
Bill Mayer saddle for K-1200GT or RS. 2003 or probably models earlier will fit. Absolutely like-new, all black. First $350
will take. New saddles average $600. Ad will be placed in BMWON if not sold here. Conrad Rossetti, clgl84@comcast.net,
724-942-2387.
R1200GS/RT/R Oil Filter Wrench: Brand new. $27.60 (What I have in it. BMW tool costs $65.) Ralph Meyer,
meyer@zoominternet.net, 724-443-4937.
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versation with us about where we were from, why a couple of
‘burghians were all the way across Ohio (when she found we hadn’t
biked to the soccer games being held near there), and how we ought
to visit the live full size floating copy of the Santa Maria that is
anchored in the river at her home town (Columbus, of course). It
was a delightful lunch, and she wished us good riding when she left.
Which we indeed had thereafter...
well, almost, save for the fact that it
seemed mid-afternoon was the
witching hour for trucks and cages
to make their sultry often snail-like
appearance on the interstates. On
the South and East of Columbus they
were out in force. Somebody must
have waved a nasty magic wand. I shouldn’t complain, however, as
Walt said I still was carrying the mail on the way home (and somewhat on the way out, too, though probably, with less traffic, rolling at
a good clip wasn’t as noticeable as when doing a constant fandango
around cars and 18 wheelers). We didn’t lose much time to them,
though at times both lanes were full, and I do mean full.
In any event, we stopped again to fuel at Weirton around 7:30PM
after Walt signaled that his tank was apparently getting dry. There,
Walt said his on-board computer claimed he had only 7 miles worth
of go-juice left... mine was reading 59 miles worth. Nonetheless, he
could only get 5 gallons and a bit more in, and the same for me. The
tank specs on ‘05 RTs claim 7.1 gallons, and at 46-48 mpg, you can
go a heck of a lot farther than 7 or 59 miles on 2 gallons. We both
figured that maybe our on-board computers weren’t being totally up
front with us. Nonetheless we also thought it was not in our or the
bike’s engines’ best interest to second guess ‘em either.
While stretching our legs, we agreed that spring is a lovely time
to be riding. Some of the sights and smells were marvelous. There
were bushes in full bloom that to ride by gave one the feeling that he
was smelling a delicious chocolate ice-cream sundae. Others were
just marvelously sweet like a candy factory. These were occasionally punctuated by the inimitably pungent odor of cow... or should
that be cow—zzz...—plural. Then, there was that field on US-22
that, from a distance, looked like it had several hundred low-lying
pure white bushes in full bloom scattered almost equi-distant from
one another throughout, only, from closer vantage, to prove to be
filled with sheep lying in deep, and I do mean deep, clover! Now
there was a field of lamb, mutton, and wool for m’lady’s sweater on
(off) the hoof if I ever saw one! And this, after just passing another
large pasture inhabited by what appeared to be smaller shaggy-furred
dark brown dromedaries—sans humps—that looked down their
camel-like noses quizzically at us as we passed: 20 or 30 Llamas!
And there wasn’t even a town named Peru in evidence. Amazing...
but just things that make miles on a motorcycle really ‘sMiles:’ the
immediacy of the sights, smells, and sounds of all you ride through,
not by. It were fun, so ‘twere!

Ride Stats:
Left at 7:05 in the morning
Got home at 8:50 in the evening.
541.5 miles round trip home to home
Mvg avg: 58.6mh
Tot avg: 47.9mh
Max spd: 84.1mh
Mvg time: 8:50:31 Eat ‘n Park in the morning to home at night

A SHORT EXPLANATION
submitted by Kevin Hart...
ENTRIES FOUND FOR SYPHOON.

sy·phoon ( P ) Pronunciation Key
n. A motorcycle rider who attracts inclement weather while on a ride
or event.
[Greek supn, whirlwind, and Arabic sfn, deluge (from Greek supn),
and Chinese (Cantonese) saaîfung (equivalent to Chinese (Mandarin) sái, great + Chinese (Mandarin) fng, wind). (Editor’s note: Actually, the Mandarin appears to be ‘tái-feng’ = ‘typhoon’ or ‘flat or
horizontal wind’ as ‘tái’ generally refers to a flat or horizontal surface and there seeming to be no first tonal ‘sái’ in Mandarin, though
anything’s possible in Cantonese. There is therefore only a very
slight chance that this well researched material is apocryphal.)]
Word History: The history of syphoon presents a perfect example
of the long journey that many words made in coming to English. It
traveled from Greece to Arabia to India, and also arose independently in China, before assuming its current form in our language.
The Greek word supn, used both as the name of the father of the
winds and a common noun meaning “whirlwind, syphoon,” was borrowed into Arabic during the Middle Ages, when Arabic learning
both preserved and expanded the classical heritage and passed it on
to Europe and other parts of the world. SFn, the Arabic version of the
Greek word, passed into languages spoken in India, where Arabicspeaking Muslim invaders had settled in the 11th century. Thus the
descendant of the Arabic word, passing into English (first recorded
in 1588) through an Indian language and appearing in English in
forms such as souffon and sufan, originally referred specifically to a
severe storm in India. The modern form of syphoon was influenced
by a borrowing from the Cantonese variety of Chinese, namely the
word saaîfung, and respelled to make it look more like Greek.
Saaîfung, meaning literally “great wind,” was coincidentally similar
to the Arabic borrowing and is first recorded in English guise as
suffoon in 1699. The various forms coalesced and finally became
syphoon, a spelling that first appeared in 1819 in Shelley’s Prometheus
Unbound.

JUNE MEETING
MAP
Pavilion #3 is at the very
top of the map. (See the
red circle??? That’s it.)
Map shows US422,
PA488, and Pleasant
Valley Road into the
park. I-79 & US19 are
off the map to the left
(West). If you take the
‘biker’s road,’ PA528,
into Prospect from Evans
City, the 528/488 junction in Prospect is off the
map on 488 to the right
(East).

RALPH
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BMW Riders Association
International
Rally2006
BMW RA RALLY
, IDAHO
DISCOVER YOURSELF IN IDAHO!
Hello from the Boise BMW RA
Motorcycle Rally Chairs!
Greg and I would like to personally invite you to Boise
in July for the BMW RA Rally July 6 – 9.
This rally is open to any and all BMW Riders and their
guests. It's also the beginning rally of the “Peaks Of
America Tour” for those planning to hit Boise, Colorado,
and Vermont. See www.bmwra.org/rally/poa.html
We are planning on a fun,
safe, and hugely memorable
rally. You will find Idaho is
truly a rider’s paradise.
We have a ton of road rides and GS rides planned.
Your registration includes a great ride book just for
Idaho. And the people who have the most fun!?
The volunteers! Join in to help make this a great
experience for yourself. See the RA site to signup at
www.bmwra.o rg/rally.

One more thing; will you help us
make this a fabulous rally for others?
Invite one more rider to join you on
your trip to Idaho.
They’ll thank you for a lifetime!
We hope you also register for the
BBQ dinner – it’s huge and
includes strawberry shortcake for
dessert.
We truly hope you will be with us.

All the best!
Greg and Jerome
2006 BMW RA Co-Rally Meisters
July 6 – 9, 2006
Boise – Idaho
mailto:rallychairs@rarally2006.org
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Georgia Mountain Rally
Ride Report
Submitted By – Kevin Hart

GEORGIA MOUNTAIN RALLY

Well I can not say that I had everything perfectly timed so that crossing the Georgia state line my MP3 would be playing Ray
Charles “Georgia on my Mind”, but I was close by fast forwarding to the Almond Brothers “Midnight Rider”. Our destination the
“Georgia Mountain Rally” was at least another 2 hours away and we were looking forward to arriving there, relaxing and just hanging
out. The first official guy trip for 2006 was a great time. A lot of rain, cold temps and short tour of the hospital in Boone were not
going to keep these riders away. No nothing serious - just a little breathing treatment for an affliction to pollen, and cotton? All’s well !
I could go on about the area, the camping & hotels, the guys, the food, the riding, the weather, the laughs, the bottled liquid, the radio
chatter, the overshoot to the rally camp ground – twice, the international signal for “got to go”, but I won’t bore you. I believe the final
review should come from Dana. So I will share this direct Quote: “Ed’s balls froze off and I ran over them”.
The Riders: Dan, Mitch, Tony, Rick, Jim, Tim, Mark, Scott, Bill, Sean, Dana, and none other than — The Syphoon.
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Four Winds BMW Riders
c/o Ralph Meyer, Editor
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720

HOW DO I JOIN
FOUR WINDS BMW
RIDERS?
To join, come to a meeting and introduce
yourself. Meetings are listed here in the
Newsletter and in the schedule of events
on the Web Site, www.4windsbmw.org.
Membership dues are $15 per year for primary membership, and $7.50 per year for
associate members residing in the same
household as a primary member.
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DIRECTIONS TO THE MEETING:
June 17th, 2006 meeting from 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM at Pavilion #3 (Windy
Knob pavilion) in Moraine State Park. This is the same pavilion we were
at last year. We have the pavilion from 8AM in the morning on, so you can
come, bring the family, and picnic all day if you want. There is a charcoal
grill at the Pavilion, but all fires MUST be fully extinguished before leaving. This is a bring-your-own-comestibles meeting. There are walking
paths, bike trails, and various other amenities--possibly boats may be rented-in the park that are available.
From Pittsburgh: Take I-79 North to Exit 96 (Portersville/PA488 exit. If
you don’t like the ‘slab,’ you can also take US19 North and turn right
onto PA488 at Portersville). At the junction between the exit and PA488,
turn Right and go East on PA488 about 1.2 miles from the exit and turn
Left onto Pleasant Valley Road. Continue about 2.7 miles straight into
the park and continue straight ahead on the loop road in the park to the
entrance to Pavilion #3. The road into Pavilion # 3 will be on your
right. See the map on p. 17.

